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Sunday-Monday, 24-25 June 2012
Fudan Institute for Advanced Study in Social Sciences (IAS-Fudan), Shanghai China
Thursday, June 21st, 2012

8:30-9:00 Opening Session: Welcoming Remarks
Chair: Dr. Danielle Gurevitch, Academic Program Director for Asian Affairs
Prof. Yan Tinguo, Dean of Oriental Studies, SHISU
Prof. Yang Yang, Director of Hebrew Program, College of Oriental Languages Shanghai International Studies University (SHISU)
Ms. Carice Witte, Founder/Executive Director SIGNAL, Sino-Israel Global Network & Academic Leadership

9:00-10:30 Session One:
The Influence of Memory on the National Self Perception
Chair: Mr. Ma Xiaolin, Chairman of the Board and President of blshe.com, Executive Director, China Foundation for International Studies, Beijing.
Prof. Meron Medzini, Hebrew University, Jerusalem
China and the Holocaust of European Jewry, 1933-1949
Dr. Wei Huang, The Chinese University of Hong Kong
East-West Wisdom Encounter
Dr. Hu Hao, Associate Professor, Henan University
Jewish emancipation and its effects
Prof. Wang Jian, professor of history and international political economy at Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences
The Jews in Shanghai

10:30-10:45 Tea Break

10:45 – 12:15 Session Two A: From Tradition to Practice
Chair: Prof. Xu Xin, Nanjing University
Dr. Zhang Ligang, Henan University, Kaifeng
Review on the Studies of the Haskalah Movement of Foreign Scholars
Dr. Micha’el Tanchum, Shalem Center in Jerusalem
The Meaning and Purpose of Israeli National Restoration: Reflections on the Similarities between the Zionist and Chinese Struggles for Sovereignty and Dignity
Prof. Mu Tao, Faculty of Modern World History, East China Normal University
Chinese Scholars’ Research of Jerusalem Issue

10:45 – 12:15 Session Two B: The International Road to the Golden Pathway
Chair: Dr. Sun Degang, Middle East Studies Institute, Shanghai International Studies; Fudan Center for American Studies
Prof. Yu Weidong, Deputy Director of the Center for Shanghai Jewish Studies, Shanghai Academy, The Institute of International Relations and Social Science
Israel in the New Setup of the Middle East
Ms. Carice Witte, Sino-Israel Global Network & Academic Leadership
International and local causes of advancements in China-Israel relations
Dr. Zang Deqin, Henan University, Kaifeng
Education: Israel’s Foundation of a Nation and the Road of making it Powerful
12:15-13:30 Lunch Break

13:30 – 15:00 Session Three A: Bridging Troubled Water
Chair: Dr. Michael Tanchum

Dr. Harold Rhode, Gatestone Institute, Washington
*Muslim self perception as related to Muslims in China and in Israel*

Prof. Ma Lirong, Vice Director of the Middle East Studies Institute, Shanghai International Studies University
*The “Islamic Factor” in the Middle East Upheaval and China’s Countermeasures*

Prof. Zhao Weiming, Director of Central Asia Studies, Shanghai International Studies University
*Middle East Turmoil and Israel’s Security Environment*

13:30-15:00 Session Three B: Built on Common Ground
Chair: Prof. Wang Bo, the Middle East Studies Institute, Shanghai International Studies University

Dr. Guangmeng Chen, Sichuan International Studies University (SISU), Chongqing
*Israeli Think-tanks and Their Role in Israel’s China Policy*

Prof. Yang Yang, Director of Hebrew Program, Shanghai International Studies University
*Some Reflections on China’s Hebrew Teaching*

Prof. Liang Pingan, Senior Fellow, Shanghai International Studies University
*Delayed Hugging: An Analysis on Bilateral Relations between China and Israel (1949-1992)*

15:15-17:00 Session Four: From Traditional Jewish to Modern Israeli Studies
Chair: Dr. Alon Levkowitz

Prof. Xu Xin, Nanjing University
*State of Israeli Studies in China*

Prof. Zhang Qianhong, Henan University, Kaifeng
*Myth and Truths: Jewish culture and objective understanding*

Dr. Danielle Guervitch, Bar-Ilan University
*Why do Israelis dislike fantasy?*

Prof. Fu Xiaowei, Sichuan International Studies University
*From Jewish Studies to Israeli Studies in China*

18:00 Banquet Dinner

Honorary Greetings:

Prof. Feng Qinghua, Vice President of Shisu University

Mr. Qi Qianjin, Counsellor, The Department of West Asian and North African Affairs, Chinese Foreign Ministry, Beijing

Ambassador Chen Yonglong, Former Chinese Ambassador to Israel

Mr. Jacky Eldan, The Consul General of Israel in Shanghai
Friday, June 22nd

9:00 - 10:30 Session Five: The Global Theater
Chair: Prof. Yan Tingguo, Dean of College of Oriental Languages and Literatures
Shanghai International Studies University

Prof. Ye Hailin, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
Arab Spring and the Rise of Gulf Arab Powers

Prof. Barry Rubin, Global Research in International Affairs,
Interdisciplinary Center (IDC) Herzliya
The Middle East's Age of Islamism: New Power Alignments and Conflicts

Dr. Sun Degang, Middle East Studies Institute, Shanghai International Studies
China's Response to the Arab Revolt: A Case of Taiji Diplomacy?

10:30 - 10:45 Tea Break

10:45 - 12:30 Session Six: Round Table on Oil Alternatives
Moderator: Prof. Barry Rubin

Mr. Gal Luft, Executive Director Institute for the Analysis of Global Security

Ms. Ariella Berger, Head of Oil Alternatives Research, Financial Israeli Institute of Economic Planning

Prof. Ye Hailin, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences

Mr. Zhao Hongtu, China Institute for Contemporary International Relations (CICIR)

Dr. Da Wei, China Institute for Contemporary International Relations (CICIR)

12:30 - 13:30 Lunch

13:30 - 15:15 Session Seven: View from a Distant Window: Israel in Chinese Perception

Chair: Prof. Liu Zhongmin, Director of the Middle East Studies Institute, Shanghai International Studies University

Professor Yin Gang, Institute of West Asian and African Studies, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), Beijing
If the evolution of the Middle East situation will help shaping China’s clear Middle East policy

Dr. Ruipeng Mao, Law School, Shanghai Institute of Foreign Trade
Toward Cooperation: The Sino-Israel Relations at the United Nations

Mr. Tu Longde, Director of the Hebrew website of China Radio International (CRI), Beijing
The Development of the Hebrew Website of CRI

Prof. Qian Hao, International and Diplomatic Studies Institute,
Shanghai International Studies University
The Image of Israel in the Eyes of Students in Shanghai

Conference Translator: Prof. Xin Hua

12:30 - 13:30 Lunch
Sunday June 24th

8:00-8:20 Opening Remarks
Chair: Prof. Qingping LIU, IAS-Fudan

Prof. Zhenglai Deng, Distinguished Professor of Fudan University, Dean of IAS-Fudan
Dr. Danielle Gurevitch, Academic Project Director for Asian Affairs, Bar Ilan University
Ms. Carice Witte, Founder/Executive Director SIGNAL Sino-Israel Global Network & Academic Leadership

8:20-9:20 Panel I: Religion, Law and Identity
Moderator: Prof. Sujian GUO, IAS-Fudan

Dr. Haim Shapira, Bar-Ilan University
The Influence of Jewish law on Israeli Law

Prof. Wang Yu, West Asian Studies, Peking University, Beijing
Beyond The Obligations: Relations between Orthodox Jews and the State of Israel

9:20-9:30 Tea Break

9:30-11:00 Panel II: Power and Defense
Moderator: Prof. Naran Bilik, IAS-Fudan

Mr. Yiftah Shapir, The Institute for National Security Studies
Israel’s Ballistic missiles and Rockets Defense: is it money well spent?

Dr. Tian Wenlin, Institute of Modern International Studies of China
The Path Dependence and Its limitation of Israel’s Security Strategy

Dr. Moti Kedar, Bar-Ilan University
The Arab Spring Implications on relations between State and Society in the Middle East

11:00-12:30 Panel IIIA: National Culture
Moderator: Prof. Su GU, IAS-Fudan

Prof. Fred Aaron Lazin, Ben-Gurion University
The Development of an Israeli Melting Pot

Dr. Nir Kedar, Bar-Ilan University
Ben-Gurion and the Formation of Israeli Democracy and Rule of Law

Dr. Alon Levkowitz, Bar Ilan University
Israel-Asia Relations: From a Side Player to a U.S. Balancer

11:00-12:30 Panel IIIB: Round Table Discussion on Energy Security
(invitation only)
Moderator: Prof. Barry Rubin, Global Research in International Affairs, Interdisciplinary Center (IDC) Herzliya

Dr. Da Wei, Director of the President’s Office and Research Professor at the China Institute of Contemporary International Relations (CICIR).

Dr. Harold Rhode, a former Pentagon analyst and specialist on the Middle East and Central Asia.

Dr. Micha’el Tanchum, a post-doctoral fellow at the Shalem Center and an expert on the Middle East, Islam, South Asia and Africa.

Dr. Gal Luft, Executive Director Institute for the Analysis of Global Security
12:30-14:00 Lunch

14:00-15:45 Round Table Discussion on Business Finance
Moderator: Mr. Paul Ross, Head of Marketing, Alcatel-Lucent Shanghai Bell

Round table Discussion

Ms. Limei Zhao, Managing Director, Infinity Group
Mr. Dorian Barak, Co-Founder, Indigo Strategic Partners; Former head of Mergers & Acquisitions and International Development, Bank Hapoalim
Mr. Yuval Avni, Partner, Giza Venture Capital
Ms. Rebeca Fang, Director, Excem
Mr. Allen Wan - Director, Bloomberg News Bureau in China
Ms. Yu Piao, Partner FDI, M&A, Tian Yuan law firm

The panel is Sponsored by:

The Israel Project

15:45-16:15 Tea Break

16:15-17:15 Closing Panel: Aspirations for the Sino Israel Academic Future
Chair: Dr. Danielle Gurevitch, Academic Program Director for Asian Affairs

Mr. Jacky Eldan, The Consul General of Israel in Shanghai
Prof. Lin Shangli, Fudan Vice President
Prof. Deng Zhenglai, Dean of Fudan-IAS

17:20-17:45 Signing Ceremony between Fudan-IAS – Signal
Group Photo (on 2nd Floor, Guanghua Towers)

18:00 Dinner at Room V15, 3rd Floor, Fuxuan Hotel

Fudan Institute, Monday June 25th

9:30 - 14:00 Israeli Guests: Tour of Jewish Shanghai, with Mr. Dvir Bar-Gal
List of Participants

Dr. Danielle Gurevitch, Chair. Is an Ethnologist, holding several academic management positions at Bar Ilan University: Academic project Director for Asian Affairs (under the Deputy President office), Associate Dean of the Faculty of Humanities, coordinator of the Dr. Naim Dangoor Program for Universal Monotheism and Director and Lecturer at the Multidisciplinary Program at the faculty and Bar-Ilan’s. she has initiated the Asian Studies program as well as the “Contemporary Israeli Studies’ external studies seminars for Chinese scholars. Gurevitch academic fields of interest include ethnological literary interpretation, medieval myths, Legends and folkloric literature and its influence on present Israeli fantasy literature. Gurevitch is the initiator of this Conference, along with Prof. Yang Yang, of Shanghai International Studies University and Ms. Carice Witte, Executive Director SIGNAL.
E-mail: danielle@netvision.net.il

Ms. Carice Witte, Chair. SIGNAL, Sino-Israel Global Network & Academic Leadership, Founder and Executive Director, is a graduate of Yale University in East Asian Studies with a focus on China. After a 20-year entrepreneurial career in Israeli high-tech and international real estate, Ms. Witte decided to merge her commitment to Israel and respect for China with her belief that academia is a natural bridge between peoples and can lead to much-needed solutions in other realms. The result of that merger is SIGNAL and its unique, creative approach. Ms. Witte has been president of the Yale University Alumni Association in Israel for over seven years. She lives in Israel with her husband and five children.
E-mail: carice@sino-israel.org

Dr. Yang Yang, Chair. is associate professor in Shanghai International Studies University. He also serves as Director of Hebrew Program, College of Oriental Language and Literature, Shanghai International Studies University (SISU). He helps to create the Hebrew Program in 2008. He designs the curriculum of the Hebrew Program and teaches the lessons of Basic Hebrew, Advanced Hebrew, Jewish History and Culture, Politics and Diplomacy in the Middle East, etc. Previously, Dr. Yang Yang worked as a research fellow in the Middle East Studies Institute of SISU. He participated in some research programs such as “The Relations between Israel and US”, “Research on the Social Functions of the Mosques in the Middle East”, “Middle East Think Tanks”, and “Non-proliferation Mechanism in the Middle East”. Yang Yang earned his Hebrew language and literature degree at Peking University, China. He got his master’s degree and PhD in International Relations in the Middle East at Shanghai International Studies University.

Professor Yin Gang, Research Professor of the Institute of West Asian and African Studies, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), also serves as the Deputy Secretary General of Chinese Association of Middle East Studies.

Prof. Zhang Qianhong, Vice President of Zhengzhou University; Director for Jewish Studies, Henan University Kaifeng; Member of National Committee of Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference.

Dr. Nir Kedar is a Senior Lecturer (Associate Professor) of law and legal history at Bar-Ilan University Faculty of Law in Israel. Dr. Kedar has an LL.B. and a B.A. in history from Tel-Aviv University and an S.J.D. from Harvard Law School. He clerked for the Honorable President of the Israeli Supreme Court Prof. Aharon Barak. His main fields of interest are Israeli, American and modern European legal history, comparative law, and legal and political theory. In these fields he has published numerous articles and three books. His book Mamalchatiyut: David Ben-Gurion’s Civic Thought, Yad Ben-Zvi & Ben-Gurion University Press 2009 (Hebrew), won the Shapiro Prize for Best Book on Israel for 2009 from the International Association for Israel Studies. His second book Israeli Republicanism, written with Avi Bareli, appeared in 2010 by the Israel Democracy Institute (Hebrew). His third book Ben-Gurion and the Constitution: on Constitutionalism, Democracy and Law in David Ben-Gurion’s Policy (Hebrew) will appear in 2012.
E-mail: nir.kedar@biu.ac.il

Dr. Motti Kedar is a Lecturer at the Departments of Arabic and Middle East, Director of the Center for the Study of the Middle East and Islam and research associate at the Begin Sadat Center for Strategic Studies, all at Bar-Ilan University. Dr. Kedar joined the academia in 1995 after serving in the IDF Intelligence corps for 25 years. Dr. Kedar’s areas of interest: Islam, Islamic movements, Islamic terrorism, State, society and mass media in the Arab world, and Gender issues in Islam.He publishes a weekly column about the Middle East in two Israeli newspapers, and often gives interviews to the media, in Hebrew, English and Arabic. Kedar’s weekly articles are regularly translated to English, French and Italian.
E-mail Address: mordechai.Kedar@biu.ac.il
Dr. Alon Levkovitz (Ph.D. The Hebrew University of Jerusalem) is a lecturer and the Program coordinator at the Faculty of Humanities, the South and East Asian program at the Bar-Ilan University. He is the author of the History of Korea (2003) and more than ten scholarly articles on the security and politics of the Korean Peninsula. His research interests are focused on the Korea foreign and security policies, Asian regional and international organizations and Israel’s foreign and security policies towards Asia.

E-mail: levko@smile.net.il

Dr. Dr. Guangmeng Chen is currently a Lecturer at the School of International Relations, Sichuan International Studies University (SISU). He got his Ph.D. in International History from the University of Nanjing (China) in 2010, and was a visiting Ph.D. Student at the University of Manchester (U.K.) from Sep. 2008 to Jun. 2009.

E-mail: guangmengchen@163.com

Dr. Haim Shapira is a senior member of the faculty of law at Bar-Ilan University. His fields of research and teaching are: Jewish law, Jewish history, Jurisprudence, law and religion. He is the editor-in-chief of the Journal of Law, Religion and State which appears under Brill publishing house. Dr. Shapira studied law at the Hebrew university of Jerusalem, where he got his LL.B. (1994) and LL.M (1997). He studied also Jewish studies and earned his Ph. D also from the Hebrew university (2002). He was a fellow of the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton (2005-2006).

E-mail: haim.shapira@biu.ac.il

Dr. Harold Rhode, a Middle East specialist, has studied, traveled, and researched extensively throughout the Islamic world including: Egypt, Israel, Syria, Jordan, Iran, Afghanistan and Turkey, Uzbekistan, and Kazakhstan. From 1979-1981 he taught Islamic History at the University of Delaware as an Adjunct Professor. His vast experience and familiarity with the Middle East and Islam lent him to serve as advisor to the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Policy at the Pentagon in May 1982, on US Department of Defense’s Policy Planning Staff, as an Advisor on Islamic Affairs in the Office of the Secretary of Defense, and as a Liaison to Iraqi Opposition for Coalition Provisional Authority in Iraq 2003. During the Gulf War, Rhode served as the Turkish Desk officer in the Office of the Secretary of Defense. Dr. Rhode has a Ph.D. from Columbia University in Islamic History, specializing in the history of the Turks, Arabs, and Iranian peoples.

E-mail: yiftah@inss.org.il
Prof. Meron Medzini, Ph.D Harvard University (1964), in Far Eastern Languages and History, thesis topic: French Diplomacy in Japan during the Restoration Era. Current: adjunct professor of Political Science, Rothberg International School, the Hebrew University, teaching courses on Israel foreign policy and Israeli politics. 1994- to present, Adjunct Adjunct professor in modern Japanese History, Dept of East Asian Studies, Tel Aviv University. Teaching courses on modern Japanese history and Far East International Relations since 1945. Also taught at Haifa University, Sapir College, the Hebrew Union College in Jerusalem. Author of six books, over forty articles published in Israel and abroad, editor of twenty books.

E-mail: mmedzini@zahav.net.il

Prof. Fred Aaron Lazin, Ph.D University of Chicago; Hurst Family Professor of Local Government & Professor of Politics (Emeritus), Ben-Gurion University, Israel; Schusterman Visiting Professor of Israel Studies, American University; author The Struggle for Soviet Jewry in American Politics: Israel vs. the American Jewish Establishment (Lexington Books, 2005) (To be published in Chinese).Visiting Prof, Israel Studies Program, American University, Washington DC

E-mail: lazin@bgu.ac.il

Prof. Xu Xin is the Director of the Glazer Institute for Jewish Studies at Nanjing University, recipient of an honorary doctorate from Bar Ilan University in Israel, and the only Full Professor of Jewish Studies in China. Professor Xu has written a college text in Chinese on the history of the Jews and his book ‘Anti-Semitism: How and Why’ is distributed to university libraries throughout China. ‘Legends of the Chinese Jews of Kai feng’ was soon followed by “The Jews of Kaifeng, China: History, Culture and Religion.” Most recently, he translated Eric Friedman’s ‘Seven Chinese Questions, Seven Jewish Answers’ into Chinese for a dual-language edition. This book was inspired by the questions Xu Xin’s students asked about Jews and Judaism. His considerable accomplishments include the implementation of undergraduate and graduate courses in Jewish studies at Nanjing University.

E-mail: xuxin.nanjing@gmail.com

Dr. Wei Huang has just received her doctorate degree supervised by Prof. Archie C. C. Lee at the Chinese University of Hong Kong in Dec. 2011. The title of her dissertation is “Death in the Book of Qoheleth.” For the past two years she has been studying at Hebrew University with Prof. Wayne Horowitz and Prof. Shalom Paul. Her field of interest is the Hebrew Bible and its ANE background.

E-mail: whhuangwei@gmail.com

Dr. Mao Ruipeng is an Assistant Professor of Law School at Shanghai Institute of Foreign Trade, China. He received his Ph.D. in International Relations from Fudan University. Dr. Mao Ruipeng has published articles on United Nations affairs in the leading Chinese international studies journals, such as World Economics and Politics. As the member of research group on U.S. foreign policy led by Professor Zhu Mingquan of the American Study Center at Fudan University, Dr. Mao Ruipeng participated in the writing of U.S. Policy toward China during the Nixon-Ford Administration (1973-1976), U.S. Policy toward China during the Nixon Administration (1969-1972), and U.S. Policy toward China during the Johnson Administration (1964-1968). Dr. Mao Ruipeng is currently writing a book on the reform of United Nations Security Council and the U.S. policy. His major research interests are United Nations, Foreign Trade and Export Controls. He teaches International Organizations, Diplomacy, and International Negotiation for the undergraduate students at Shanghai Institute of Foreign Trade.

E-mail: ruipengm@163.com; maoruipeng@shift.edu.cn

Ms. Limei Zhao, Managing Director, Infinity Group Limei is well experienced in fund raising and management, responsible for structuring and establishing all the RMB funds in China, and has lead several deals in the sectors of culture innovation, education and media, hi-tech service and modern agriculture. Prior to joining Infinity, Limei was an associate at Debevoise & Plimpton LLP after working with Davis Wright Tremaine’s Shanghai Office. Before that, she served as PRC general counsel of the worldwide biggest laptop manufacturer, Quanta Computer Group. Her prior practice focused on private equity, venture capital, mergers & acquisitions, commercial transactions, foreign direct investments, and general corporate matters. Limei is a member of the New York State Bar Association and is qualified for the national bar of China. She received her LL.M. degree from the University of Pennsylvania School of Law, and both L.L.B. and L.L.M. degrees from Fudan University Law School with first-class honors. Limei has published several books and written about 20 articles in key journals and magazines.

Mr. Paul Ross is the Head of Marketing at Alcatel-Lucent Shanghai Bell, Alcatel-Lucent’s flagship company in China. Previously, Mr. Ross was Director of Marketing and Communications at Bell Labs and Director of Corporate Communications for Alcatel-Lucent in the Asia Pacific Region. Mr. Ross has nearly 20 years of experience in the telecommunications industry and began his career at AT&T in the U.S. Mr. Ross holds B.A. and MBA degrees from Columbia University in New York City and a Master’s Degree from Princeton University. He is fluent in Mandarin Chinese, German, French and English. The lectures will be given in English or Chinese.
Prof. Fu Xiaowei has been Professor of English Literature and the Director of the Center of Judaic and Chinese Studies at Sichuan International Studies University, China, since 2006. She received her PhD in Comparative Literature from Sichuan University, China. She is an editorial board member of Judaic Studies, and one of her research focuses is on Jewish literature and its influence in China, with a strong interest in the relevant cultural issues. Her recent publications in this field include: What is God: Isaac Bashevis Singer’s Writing and his Reception and Influence in China (Beijing, 2006); “Confusing Judaism and Christianity in Contemporary Chinese Letters” in Judaism (2006); and “The Influence of Jewish Literature in China,” (Routledge, 2008). She is now working closely with Sino-Israel Global Network & Academic Leadership (SIGNAL) in initiating Israeli Studies and Jewish Studies in SISU.

Dr. Degang Sun is currently an associate professor of Middle East political science at Middle East Studies institute, Shanghai International Studies University, China. He got his Ph.D. degree in 2006, and his research interest covers International Security Theory, Middle East Security and U.S. Middle East policy. He teaches two courses of World Politics (in English) and Middle East Conflicts (in Chinese) for MA and BA students of international studies. Degang Sun's hobbies are playing table tennis, jogging and hiking. He has got married and has a five-year-old son.

Dr. Zhao Hongtu is a research professor of China Institute of Contemporary International Relations (CICIR). He has been visiting fellow at University of Wisconsin-Madison and Energy Charter Secretariat. His research interests are Energy Security, Energy Diplomacy, International Energy Cooperation and Climate Change.

Dr. Da Wei is a research professor and the Director of the President’s Office at the China Institute of Contemporary International Relations (CICIR). CICIR is a policy-orientated think tank in Beijing. Prior to his current position, Da Wei served as Deputy Director at CICIR’s Institute of American Studies. Da Wei's relevant expertise includes Sino-US relations, American foreign policy and the global implications of China's nation-building process. He has published dozens of articles in academic journals and a compilation of previously written op-ed articles in book form in 2010. Da Wei is a graduate of the University of International Relations in Beijing, with degrees in Chinese Literature and International Relations. He received his PhD from CICIR. From 2006-2007, he was a visiting senior fellow at the Atlantic Council of the United States, and from 2008 to 2009, was a visiting associate at School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS), Johns Hopkins University.

Dr. Zhang Ligang, Executive Director of the Institute of Jewish Studies, Henan University. PhD, Nanjing University, 2008 Student of OSP at Ben-Gurion University, 2006-2007 Fields of Interest are Modern Jewish History and Culture, Holocaust, Jews in ancient Kaifeng.

E-mail: zhanglgkf@yahoo.com.cn

Dr. Hu Hao, Associate Professor Institute of Jewish Studies, Henan University, Kaifeng, was a Visiting Research Fellow at The Hebrew University of Jerusalem 2007-8, fields of research are Modern Jewish History; Modern Judaism. Published several articles on Jewish Community Theory, the concept of Judaism and American Judaism.

E-mail: huhaojudaic@gmail.com

Dr. Zang Deqing (Duncan), lecturer at the Institute of Jewish Studies, Henan University, Kaifeng. Research field: the Holocaust Studies and the Modern Israeli Studies

E-mail: zangdeqing8@163.com

Prof. Ye Hailin serves as Deputy Director and Chief Secretary of the Center of South Asia Studies at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS) and Director of Editorial Department of South Asia Studies, a quarterly journal at CASS. He serves as Director for the Center for Regional Security Studies at East China Normal University. He is a columnist for the International Herald Tribune, the Oriental Morning Post, and a frequent commentator for Xinhua, China Central Television (CCTV), and the People’s Central Radio Station. Since 2006, he has been a research fellow at the CASS Institute of Asia-Pacific Studies (IAPS). His research focuses on Counter-Terrorism, Maritime Security, as well as Pakistani and Afghani politics. Ye holds a Masters degree from the School of International Studies in Peking University.

Prof. Fu Xiaowei has been Professor of English Literature and the Director of the Center of Judaic and Chinese Studies at Sichuan International Studies University, China, since 2006. She received her PhD in Comparative Literature from Sichuan University, China. She is an editorial board member of Judaic Studies, and one of her research focuses is on Jewish literature and its influence in China, with a strong interest in the relevant cultural issues. Her recent publications in this field include: What is God: Isaac Bashevis Singer’s Writing and his Reception and Influence in China (Beijing, 2006); “Confusing Judaism and Christianity in Contemporary Chinese Letters” in Judaism (2006); and “The Influence of Jewish Literature in China,” (Routledge, 2008). She is now working closely with Sino-Israel Global Network & Academic Leadership (SIGNAL) in initiating Israeli Studies and Jewish Studies in SISU.

Dr. Degang Sun is currently an associate professor of Middle East political science at Middle East Studies institute, Shanghai International Studies University, China. He got his Ph.D. degree in 2006, and his research interest covers International Security Theory, Middle East Security and U.S. Middle East policy. He teaches two courses of World Politics (in English) and Middle East Conflicts (in Chinese) for MA and BA students of international studies. Degang Sun's hobbies are playing table tennis, jogging and hiking. He has got married and has a five-year-old son.

Dr. Zhao Hongtu is a research professor of China Institute of Contemporary International Relations (CICIR). He has been visiting fellow at University of Wisconsin-Madison and Energy Charter Secretariat. His research interests are Energy Security, Energy Diplomacy, International Energy Cooperation and Climate Change.

Dr. Da Wei is a research professor and the Director of the President’s Office at the China Institute of Contemporary International Relations (CICIR). CICIR is a policy-orientated think tank in Beijing. Prior to his current position, Da Wei served as Deputy Director at CICIR’s Institute of American Studies. Da Wei’s relevant expertise includes Sino-US relations, American foreign policy and the global implications of China’s nation-building process. He has published dozens of articles in academic journals and a compilation of previously written op-ed articles in book form in 2010. Da Wei is a graduate of the University of International Relations in Beijing, with degrees in Chinese Literature and International Relations. He received his PhD from CICIR. From 2006-2007, he was a visiting senior fellow at the Atlantic Council of the United States, and from 2008 to 2009, was a visiting associate at School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS), Johns Hopkins University.

Dr. Zhang Ligang, Executive Director of the Institute of Jewish Studies, Henan University. PhD, Nanjing University, 2008 Student of OSP at Ben-Gurion University, 2006-2007 Fields of Interest are Modern Jewish History and Culture, Holocaust, Jews in ancient Kaifeng.

E-mail: zhanglgkf@yahoo.com.cn

Dr. Hu Hao, Associate Professor Institute of Jewish Studies, Henan University, Kaifeng, was a Visiting Research Fellow at The Hebrew University of Jerusalem 2007-8, fields of research are Modern Jewish History; Modern Judaism. Published several articles on Jewish Community Theory, the concept of Judaism and American Judaism.

E-mail: huhaojudaic@gmail.com

Dr. Zang Deqing (Duncan), lecturer at the Institute of Jewish Studies, Henan University, Kaifeng. Research field: the Holocaust Studies and the Modern Israeli Studies

E-mail: zangdeqing8@163.com

Prof. Ye Hailin serves as Deputy Director and Chief Secretary of the Center of South Asia Studies at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS) and Director of Editorial Department of South Asia Studies, a quarterly journal at CASS. He serves as Director for the Center for Regional Security Studies at East China Normal University. He is a columnist for the International Herald Tribune, the Oriental Morning Post, and a frequent commentator for Xinhua, China Central Television (CCTV), and the People’s Central Radio Station. Since 2006, he has been a research fellow at the CASS Institute of Asia-Pacific Studies (IAPS). His research focuses on Counter-Terrorism, Maritime Security, as well as Pakistani and Afghani politics. Ye holds a Masters degree from the School of International Studies in Peking University.
**Dr. Zhang Junhua.** Originally from Shanghai, PRC, Dr. Zhang holds a Ph. D in philosophy (magna cum laude) from JWGGoethe-University, Frankfurt am Main, Germany. Throughout his career, Dr. Zhang has held positions in Chinese and European Institutions including Professor of Political Science at Zhejiang University and Director of the Center for Asian Development and Transformation GmbH (AZET). In addition to his role with the Center for Contemporary Sino-Israel Studies, Dr. Zhang Junhua is currently the Director of the International Master Degree Program at the School of International and Public Affairs at Shanghai Jiaotong University as well as a senior associate at the European Institute for Asian Studies in Brussels.

**Mr. Ma Xiaolin** is Founder, CEO & Editor-in-Chief of website Bshe.com and News commentator and columnist. He previously served as Executive Director of China Foundation for International Studies, Director of the Middle East Academy in China, Director of the Chinese-Arab Friendship Association, Director, Asia-Africa Development & Exchange Society, Guest Professor, Beijing Foreign Studies University, Former Senior Xinhua Correspondent in Kuwait, Palestinian Territory and Iraq. He has been a speaker at such events as the "Asia-Pacific Symposium on Press and Scientific and Social Progress" and the International Forum "World Media and the Saudi Arabia," and serves as an expert policy advisor to various Chinese institutions. Ma specializes in research & news reporting on Middle-east affairs, in which he received “International News Award of China” as well as being named 5th of “100 Most Distinguished News Practitioner.” Ma has numerous publications in English, Arabic and Chinese, including his memoirs Survival Diary on the Land of Palestine & Israel, and Through the Frontier from Death to Survival.

**Prof. Deng Zhenglai** is distinguished professor of Fudan University, Dean of Fudan-IAS, and a supervising professor of Ph.D. candidates in jurisprudence and political theory. He is editor-in-chief of Fuan China Studies Social Science Quarterly. He also is an adjunct professor, guest professor, or honorary professor at many Chinese universities. Deng’s research has focused on legal philosophy, political philosophy, and various social science cross-disciplinary areas. He has published nearly 220 sole-authored books, around 20 retranslated books, and numerous edited books. Some of his most influential books are State and Society: China Civil Society; Research and Reflections: Autonomy of China's Social Sciences; Freedom and Order: Hayekian Social Theories; Hayekian Legal Philosophy; Rules, Order and Ignorance: Hayekian Liberalism; and China’s Legal Science: where is it headed? His works have greatly influenced China’s Social Sciences.

**Prof. Xin, Hua,** profesional translator, Professor, Researcher, Translator, Interpreter, Center for Comparative Studies of Modernization, & Department of Social Sciences, Shanghai International Studies University. Chief Simultaneous Interpreter, No.1 Business Channel (CBN) of Shanghai Television Station (SMG); Vice President, Chief Simultaneous Interpreter, & Legal Counsel for International Business Shanghai Branch of Findhow International Co. (Group); Chief of Translation Service Section & Legal Counsel Shanghai Langoo Business Consultancy Co. Ltd. Academic experience: Visiting Professor for American Studies, American Studies Center, George Washington University, U.S., Ph.D. of Law, School of International Relations and Public Affairs, Fudan University, China

E-Mail: thomasxin@yahoo.com.cn

**Dr. Liang Pingan,** from 2008- present serves as a Supervisor of Chinese Education Ministry in North Western China. Between 2004-2008 Was a Senior Fellow, Section Chief of Jewish Studies, Middle East Institute, Shanghai International Studies University, Senior Fellow, Deputy Chief Secretary, Center of Jewish & Israeli Studies of Shanghai Social Sciences Academy. 1997-1999 served as a Second Secretary, Consul of the Chinese Embassy to the Republic of Slovenia.

**Dr. Wang Jian** is a professor of history and international political economy at Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences. His research has focused on global public goods, Middle East studies and the Jewish communities in China. He is the author or editor of History of Jewish Social Life in Shanghai, Jews in China, Jews in Shanghai, Revitalization of the Jewish People. He now serves as director of General Office of Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences (SASS) and used to be deputy director of International Programs Office of SASS. He is also director of the Center for Middle East Studies of SASS, deputy dean of the Center of Jewish Studies Shanghai and deputy director of the Center of Shanghai Cooperation Organization Studies. He is the trustee of Chinese Association of Middle East Studies and the trustee of Shanghai Association of International Relations Studies. From 2001 through 2002, he was visiting scholar in the Truman Institute at Hebrew University of Jerusalem in Israel. He was invited by U.S. Department of State as International Visitor and visited 50-plus government departments, think tanks and universities across the United States in 2003. In 2004, he held visiting fellow of the Center for Security and Cooperation at Stanford University and worked in CISAC’s Project on Peace and Cooperation in the Asian-Pacific Region. In 2005, he was invited by Japanese Ministry of Foreign
Prof. Yin Gang, Research Professor of the Institute of West Asian and African Studies, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), also serves as the Deputy Secretary General of Chinese Association of Middle East Studies. His research covers China-Middle East Relations, Jews in Old China, Arab-Israeli Relations and Middle East Politics. He is the author of the book Sadaam Hussin- A Man Destined to Shake the World, A History of Peace Negotiations Between Arabs and Jews, 1913-1997, and Arab-Israeli Conflicts: Issues and Solutions. He also published several papers the Kaifeng Jews, including The Jews of Kaifeng: Their Origins, Routes, and Assimilation, Collected in Jews in Old China: Studies by Chinese Scholars (Expanded Edition, Hippocrene Books, New York, 2001), Between Disintegration and Expansion: A Comparative Retrospection of the Kaifeng Jewish and Muslim Communities (FASK 47, Germany) 2003; He also translated a dozen of English books into Chinese.

Dr. Tian Wenlin, China Institute of Contemporary International Relations, Beijing. Associate Research Fellow, Focus on the Middle East Politics.

Dr. Wang Bo, Ph.D. in political science is now working as a Professor and a Ph.D. candidate instructor at Middle East Studies Institute in Shanghai International Studies University. His researching area includes political culture, international relations theory and big powers diplomacy, and the big powers and the Middle East. He got his BA in Anhui University, MA in Beijing Normal University, MA (History) in San Diego State University, and Ph.D. in Wuhan University. He also did his post doctoral research in UC Berkeley (2001-02) and did research as a Fulbright research scholar in Georgetown University (2005-06). Before working at Shanghai International Studies University, he used to be the vice dean at International Relations School in Wuhan University. In recent years, he has directed and completed 4 research programs and published 3 books and nearly 50 articles. He has also been invited to participate in international academic conferences in US, France, Italy, Belgium, Singapore, Korea, Israel, Iran and Hong Kong.

Prof. Qian Hao, Senior Fellow of International and Diplomatic Studies Institute, Director of Centre for Canadian Studies, Shanghai International Studies University. Research focus: Ethnicities in world affairs, Northern American Area Studies.

E-mail: hqian_98@yahoo.com

Prof. ZHAO, Weiming, professor of international relations, Shanghai International Studies University. Was the director of the Institute for West Asia Studies at Southwest China University; the vice president of the Academy of the Social Science at Shanghai International Studies University; the deputy director of the Middle East Studies Institute at Shanghai International Studies University (Key Research Institute of Humanities and Social Sciences in China’s University). Now he is the Director of the Center for Central Asia Studies, SISU. He has published more than fifty articles and the author of the four books: Israeli Economy (1998), Modern Iran (2000), and The Middle East Issues and the US Middle East Policy (2006), Study on the Proliferation in Middle East and the International Mechanism of Non-proliferation (2012). He is also the chief editor of the series The Middle East and the US (2006).

Prof. Qian Hao, Senior Fellow of International and Diplomatic Studies Institute, Director of Centre for Canadian Studies, Shanghai International Studies University. Research focus: Ethnicities in world affairs, Northern American Area Studies.

E-mail: hqian_98@yahoo.com

Dr. Wang Yu, Associate Professor in West Asian Studies, Peking University. B.A. in Hebrew (Peking University, 1996); M.A. in Jewish Civilization (Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 1999); Ph.D., Middle East Studies (University of Haifa, 2009) Currently teaching Hebrew, Jewish History and Israeli Society in Peking University. Research fellow, Center of Jewish and Hebrew Studies, PKU; Research affiliate, Louis Frieberg Center of East Asian Studies, the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Major research fields: Jewish History, Modern Israeli Society and Politics Major publications include: Wang Yu, A National Minority in Ethnic Democracy: Arabs in Israel in the Decade of Transition 1967-1977 (Lambert Academic Publishing, 2010); Wang Yu and Hillel Cohen, “Marketing Israel to the Arabs: The Rise and Fall of al-Anbaa Newspaper,” Israel Affairs, 15, 2009: 190-210; articles in Chinese on Israeli society and minorities in Israel.

Dr. Wang Bo, Ph.D. in political science is now working as a Professor and a Ph.D. candidate instructor at Middle East Studies Institute in Shanghai International Studies University. His researching area includes political culture, international relations theory and big powers diplomacy, and the big powers and the Middle East. He got his BA in Anhui University, MA in Beijing Normal University, MA (History) in San Diego State University, and Ph.D. in Wuhan University. He also did his post doctoral research in UC Berkeley (2001-02) and did research as a Fulbright research scholar in Georgetown University (2005-06). Before working at Shanghai International Studies University, he used to be the vice dean at International Relations School in Wuhan University. In recent years, he has directed and completed 4 research programs and published 3 books and nearly 50 articles. He has also been invited to participate in international academic conferences in US, France, Italy, Belgium, Singapore, Korea, Israel, Iran and Hong Kong.

Prof. Qian Hao, Senior Fellow of International and Diplomatic Studies Institute, Director of Centre for Canadian Studies, Shanghai International Studies University. Research focus: Ethnicities in world affairs, Northern American Area Studies.

E-mail: hqian_98@yahoo.com

Dr. Wang Yu, Associate Professor in West Asian Studies, Peking University. B.A. in Hebrew (Peking University, 1996); M.A. in Jewish Civilization (Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 1999); Ph.D., Middle East Studies (University of Haifa, 2009) Currently teaching Hebrew, Jewish History and Israeli Society in Peking University. Research fellow, Center of Jewish and Hebrew Studies, PKU; Research affiliate, Louis Frieberg Center of East Asian Studies, the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Major research fields: Jewish History, Modern Israeli Society and Politics Major publications include: Wang Yu, A National Minority in Ethnic Democracy: Arabs in Israel in the Decade of Transition 1967-1977 (Lambert Academic Publishing, 2010); Wang Yu and Hillel Cohen, “Marketing Israel to the Arabs: The Rise and Fall of al-Anbaa Newspaper,” Israel Affairs, 15, 2009: 190-210; articles in Chinese on Israeli society and minorities in Israel.

Dr. Wang Bo, Ph.D. in political science is now working as a Professor and a Ph.D. candidate instructor at Middle East Studies Institute in Shanghai International Studies University. His researching area includes political culture, international relations theory and big powers diplomacy, and the big powers and the Middle East. He got his BA in Anhui University, MA in Beijing Normal University, MA (History) in San Diego State University, and Ph.D. in Wuhan University. He also did his post doctoral research in UC Berkeley (2001-02) and did research as a Fulbright research scholar in Georgetown University (2005-06). Before working at Shanghai International Studies University, he used to be the vice dean at International Relations School in Wuhan University. In recent years, he has directed and completed 4 research programs and published 3 books and nearly 50 articles. He has also been invited to participate in international academic conferences in US, France, Italy, Belgium, Singapore, Korea, Israel, Iran and Hong Kong.
Prof. Yu Weidong, Graduate of the Hebrew Class, Department of Oriental Studies in Peking University. Now Yu is working in the Institute of International Relations of Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences and specializing in the society and culture studies on Middle East countries and Israel studies. Also Yu served as the deputy director of Center of Shanghai Jewish Studies. From 1999 to 2000, Yu studied in ROSENBERG Center of Hebrew University in Jerusalem. His book is "Israeli Contemporary Society and Culture" and main papers are "Asymmetric Palestine-Israel economy and its impact", "Palestine-Israel situation under the changes in Middle East", "China’s Multilateral Diplomacy in the Middle East" and "GCC Countries Financial Reforms and their Future".

Prof. Ma lirong, doctor of Fudan University, Arab studies post-doctoral of Shanghai International Studies University, is trustee of China Association for Middle East Studies, trustee of Chinese-Arab Friendship Association, trustee of Shanghai Association for International Relations Studies, trustee of Shanghai Association for Religious Studies, associate director of Middle East Studies Institute (key humanities and social science research institute of Ministry of Education), graduate supervisor of international relations, managing vice Editor-in-Chief of Arab World Studies. Currently she mainly directs the national social science fund project "the Chinese public and cultural diplomacy and countermeasure towards middle east and Islamic countries", her broad research papers and books gain considerable academic influence, to name two: ‘studies of Arab and Islamic issues in western hegemonic context’ and ‘studies of social functions of mosques in Middle Eastern countries’.

Prof. Li Weijian, Director of the Institute for Foreign Policy Studies, SIIS. Prof. Li holds the titles of Executive Director of China Association for Middle East Studies Shanghai Institute for International Strategic Studies, Council member of Shanghai Society for International Relations, Shanghai Public Diplomacy Association. Prof. Li visited Cairo University (Egypt), University of Illinois (US), Center for Strategic and International Studies (US) as visiting fellow. Serves as the editorial board member for China-based monthly journal West Asia and Africa and the bi-monthly journal Arab World Studies as well. Prof. Li is a renowned scholar in Middle East studies. Currently his research also focuses on the studies of China’s public diplomacy and China’s foreign relations.

Mr. Tu Longde, senior translator of the Arabic Service, chief expert on Middle East issues and Director of the Hebrew Service of China Radio International (CRI). He is on the list of special talents of the Publicity Department of the CPC Central Committee, a receiver of special allowance from the State Council and a winner of the first prize of China News Award. He is currently a specially appointed researcher with the Center for Arab Studies of Beijing Language and Culture University and the Global Public Opinion Center of China. Tu Longde has long been engaged in news reporting on the Middle East and worked for two separate terms as CRI’s correspondent and chief correspondent in Cairo. He published his book Radical Islamic Organizations in 2010.
Mr. Binyamin Tjong-Alvares. SIGNAL Managing Director
Binyamin Tjong-Alvares holds an MA in International Economics and China & Latin American Studies from the School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS) at Johns Hopkins University and a BA in International Politics & Economics and Chinese from Middlebury College. Prior to SIGNAL, Mr. Tjong-Alvares worked as a consultant at the Israeli Ministry of Industry, Trade & Labor, as a marketing director managing public relations and marketing communications for Israeli industries, and as a regional and financial reporter for Reuters and Xinhua News Agency. Originally from Suriname, Mr. Tjong-Alvares has lived in Israel since 2000.
E-mail: binyaminta@sino-israel.org

Ms. Dana Ador, Program Manager for SIGNAL holds a BA from Haifa University in Economics & East Asian Studies with a focus on China. Upon graduating, Ms. Ador received an honors scholarship and spent one year in China studying Chinese at Beijing Language and Culture University. Ms. Ador is currently studying for her International Executive MBA degree at Haifa University.
E-mail: danaa@sino-israel.org

Ms. Julia Chen, is The China Representative of Singapore-based M&A boutique, Chen Ke, who lives in Shanghai, has over 11 years of top level international business experience in eCommerce, Risk Management and Trading spaces with an extensive network of critical contacts in the highest tier of the Chinese business and government. She was the head of marketing at Dun&Bradstreet in China designing and implementing go-to-market strategy for bringing new products into Chinese market. Although Chinese by birth, Chen Ke is International by nature. With more than 16 years to be a backpacker, Chen Ke Has traveled to more than 50 places in local China and many parts of the world and worked with many different global cultures. Now she has solid experience and strong desire to be the important connection between Israeli market and Chinese market.

Ms. Sarah Shu, is Vice Director of Academic Liaison Center and Assistant for Foreign Affairs at Fudan Institute for Advanced Study in Social Sciences (Fudan-IAS).